
 
July 1, 2020  
Corn 
Corn continued its strength today after yesterday’s acreage loss as it closed +.09 at 
3.505 for September futures. According to T-Storm, above, to much above normal 
temperatures affect a wide area into mid-July as upper-level high pressure lingers, 
especially driven by very warm nights. The rainfall portion of the forecast is most 
challenging as some storms continue today and then new storms develop in the 
Dakotas tomorrow. Some t-storms will also form elsewhere as subtle waves pass, but 
well-organized rainfall is not currently expected. Ethanol production for the week 
averaged 900,000 barrels per day which is up 0.78% vs last week but down 17.64% 
vs last year. The farmer continued to be active today but slowed up midday as we 
may have moved up too far too fast as the question from many of them now becomes 
how high we can go. July CIF corn is off 4 cents while August is off a penny and 
domestic basis has a definite weaker tone with the amount of farmer grain being 
purchased. Obviously, the market did its job of cutting back acres, but we would not 
be surprised to see yesterday’s acreage number be the low for this year’s crop. The 
stocks number just solidified our thoughts that all the support money has kept 
ownership in the famer’s hands and inflated basis and artificially narrowed the 
spreads. Now that market has digested the report market will focus on the weather for the next 10 days. USDA export sales 
for tomorrow are estimated to be 450-700,000MT of old crop and 0-200,000MT of new crop. 
 
Beans 
Another up day with SU up 14c.  SX poked over $9 as the market pokes over all the moving averages but the 200 day.  The 
200 day has not been breached since late January.  Beans are following short covering in corn and will stop going up when 
corn shorts have covered unless China is a substantial buyer.  Dalian beans are near contract highs which would suggest 
they will however US responses to their actions in Hong Kong and Covid-19 puts everything in doubt.  Ridging until July 13 
looks to provide support.  Any forecast change and this rally is over.  Export sales are estimated to be 300,000 – 800,000 mt 
for both old crop and new crop.  Meal sales are guessed to be 75,000 – 250,000 mt for old crop and 0 – 50,000 mt for new 
crop.  Oil sales are estimated to be 5,000 – 25,000 for old and 0 – 5,000 for new.   
 
Wheat 
The winter wheats followed the strength of corn and beans, Minneapolis did not. WU is 7 cents higher at 4.98 ¾ and KWU is 
up 3 cents at 4.42 ¾. MWU is down 2 ¾ cents at 5.17 1/2. All three settled below all moving averages. Managed money was 
short all three classes as of last Friday’s COT report with that largest positions in Chicago and KC. The forecast continues to 
show promising rain for spring wheat. Jordan bought 60,000 mt of optional origin wheat and Algeria bought at least 300,000 
mt of optional origin as well. The Algerian purchase is from France and the Baltics. The USDA cut its Ukraine wheat production 
forecast by 7% and they cut exports by 12%. Wheat production is forecast to be 24.7 mmt with exports cut to 13.5 mmt. 
Weekly export sales estimates are 250,000 to 600,000. Further wheat strength may be tied corn which is now tied to weather. 
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CASH BASIS BIDS Spot Aug 
Corn Cif Nola  50+U 54+U 
Truck Hennepin NA NA 
Truck St Louis 28+U 25+U 
Iowa Interior UP NA 20-U 
Columbus CSX 24+U 20+U 
Fort Wayne NS 12+U 8+U 
Dlvd Hereford 84+U 87+U 
Dlvd PNW (2YC) 100+U 96+U 
KC RAIL 22+U NB 
Nebraska Grp 3 20-U 16-U 
Dlvd Decatur 12+U 12+U 
Wheat Cif Nola 42+U 48+U 
Beans Cif Nola 60+Q 64+Q 
Truck Hennepin NA NA 
Truck St Louis 35+Q 32+Q 
Dlvd Decatur 7+Q 7+Q 
Dlvd Des Moines 17-Q NA 
IL River Barge Frt. 280 290 
BNSF Shuttle Frt. -$100 -$125 


